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Stewart Access 2.2.5 Release Notes

Stewart Access 2.2.5 includes defect fixes for Portal and Express. This document provides users with a highlight of the defects that have been corrected.

Deployment Date: February 15, 2019
Defects

Cancelled Jackets Shown on Policy Register Report

Portal users may have experienced a Cancelled Jacket’s records showing against Transmittal Date criteria, even if Transmittal Date is empty. This issue has been resolved.

CPL Pricing Tab Visible on Issued CPLs in Indiana

Portal users in Indiana may have experienced the CPL Pricing tab not displaying for Issued CPLS that were already charged. This issue has been resolved.

Data Disappearing from Form Type, Form and Trans Code in Express Jackets

Express users experienced issues with data disappearing from Form Type, Form and Trans Code fields when resuming a jacket where they clicked or tabbed off the Policy Effective date. This issue has been resolved and user should now be able to successfully issue the jacket or save it as a draft without having to enter the data again for Form Type, Form and Trans Code fields.

Up and Down Arrows Note Expanding/ Collapsing in Additional Parties Section

Some Express users reported issues with the Up and Down arrows not expanding or collapsing in the Additional Parties section to view/hide the details in this section. This defect has been resolved and these arrows are now functioning as intended.

CPL Pricing on New Jacket After Issued CPL Priced or Jacket Transmitted

In Express, the CPL Pricing for a new Jacket was displaying after all Issued CPLs on the File were charged/priced on the First Loan or Owners Jacket was transmitted. This issue has been resolved and subsequent Loans or Owners Jackets will not display on CPL Pricing in Express.

Secondary Agencies Not Displayed When Not Authorized in Same State

The Secondary Agency search field in Express was displaying all Active Secondary Agencies and not filtering based on user’s state flag. This issue has been resolved and the Secondary Agency field is now filtering by user’s state.

Browser Auto Complete for All Address Fields

The browser text auto complete feature has been disabled to alleviate incorrect data from being auto-populated in fields in Express. Users can now type or choose values in fields without auto complete suggestions appearing in Express.
Additional Information

Training
More information about Stewart Access functionality is available in the Stewart Access Online Help. For additional training and documentation including Quick Reference Cards, please see the Stewart Access Training Center.

Technical Support
For technical support, contact the Stewart Customer Care Center at 1.877.800.3132 or CustomerCare@stewart.com.